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THE OFFICIAL CARRIER
THE PROGRAMME

PRE-CONFERENCE SESSIONS
Book Users Group
ABN Users Group
University and College Librarians Section - Academic Libraries in the Information Market Place
Reference Librarians Section
Acquisitions Section
Association of Librarians in CAE's

CONCURRENT SESSIONS
SESSION 4 — 4.00 PM — 5.00 PM
P13 Innese Wittich - Project READ
P14 Helen Modra - Challenges to the neutrality of librarianship
P15 Louise Jones - Satellites/National information system
P16 Jillian Beswick - Networking in the North
P17 Kathy De la Rue - Special Libraries section
P18 D. Joan Joyce - computerised information retrieval in special libraries (special ref. to law libraries)
P19 Medical libraries section - enhancing subject access to on-line public access catalogues
P20 J. Whitehead - legal responsibility in the provision of patient information

SUNDAY 29 JUNE
3.00 PM — 5.00 PM
Association of Librarians in CAE's AGM
6.00 PM
Opening ceremony, BBQ

MONDAY 30 JUNE
SESSION 1 — 9.00 AM — 10.30 AM
KEYNOTE - Dr. Ching-chih Chen - Interactive videodisc technology and the future of information provision

SESSION 2 — 11.00 AM — 12.45 PM
PANELS
P02 — MARKETING LIBRARY SERVICES
Prue Lovel - The Age information service
Mai Davis - Marketing strategies used to promote FAMILY database
John L. Gray and Janice Droogleever - ACHILS: the creation of an Australian database

P03 — UPDATE ON LIBRARY COOPERATION
Tony Brown - Education use of public libraries
Helen Carter - Libraries for life, one library for all seasons
Jim Dwyer - Evaluation of community libraries

P04 — LIBRARY SERVICES TO THE ISOLATED
Lee Ellis - Identifying the urban isolated and responding to their library needs
Jenny Armour - Isolated libraries in the NT
John M. Lee - Library assistants from NT community libraries will present their views of library services in specific isolated communities

CONCURRENT SESSIONS — 11.00 AM — 12.00 NOON
P05 Juliet Shields - Information backup for real property law
P06 Euan Miller - The literate non-reader: a new library market
P07 Margaret Cameron - (Chair) Borrowing privileges for external students
P08 Warwick Cathro - The interconnection of local automated systems

RESEARCH FORUM — 12.45 PM — 1.00 PM
P09 Max Borchardt - Reciprocal borrowing patterns in Victorian academic libraries: the factors influencing choice
P10 Sheila Debowski - Evaluation of teacher-librarian performance, current trends, issues and practices
P11 Nola Emerson - Attitudes of librarians towards retirement
P12 Linda Beveridge - Standards for special libraries: a progress report

TRADE EXHIBITION OPENING — 1.00 PM — 2.00 PM
SESSION 3 — 2.00 PM — 3.30 PM
KEYNOTE - John Abraham

TUESDAY 1 JULY
SESSION 1 — 9.00 AM — 10.30 AM
KEYNOTE

SESSION 2 — 11.00 AM — 12.30 AM
KEYNOTE - Richard Washburn - Motivation in the workplace
12.45 AM
P20 James Bennet lecture - Thomas Keneally

SESSION 3 — 2.00 PM — 3.30 PM
KEYNOTE - Patricia Lim

SESSION 4 — 4.00 PM — 5.00 PM
CONCURRENT SESSIONS
P21 Ron Davis - Development of library services in the NT
P22 Telecom - New communications technology for librarians
P23 Eden Gray-Spence - Ergonomics of the VDU workplace
P24 Ian McCallum - Libraries, life quality and appropriate technology - lessons or lesions?
P25 G.R. Nicholson - Constitutional developments in the Northern Territory and their setting some observations
P26 Elaine Hall - Bibliographic network standards
P27 THEATRICAL - details to be announced
6.00 PM — 7.00 PM
P28 Information Science Section AGM

WEDNESDAY 2 JULY
BREAKFAST 7.45 AM
P29 Status of Women in Librarianship AGM

SESSION 1 — 9.00 AM — 12.00 NOON
P30 LAA AGM

SESSION 2 — 10.00 AM — 11.30 AM
P31 Barbara James - Women's influence in the history of the NT
P32 Peter Forrest - Taste of the territory including a few "tales"

LUNCH — 12.30 PM — 1.30 PM
P33 Warren Horton - On the LAA Corporate Plan

SESSION 3 — 2.00 PM — 3.30 PM
P34 Special Libraries section AGM
P35 University and College Libraries section AGM
P36 School Libraries section AGM
P37 Cataloguers section AGM

3.30 PM — 4.00 PM
P38 Titi Alexander - Quaills - Automated inter-library loan package